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Abstract 
We study topological games motivated by selection procedures for families of open sets. We 
establish a connection to strong measure zero sets, and answer a question of Tkachuk (I 995). 
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Selection hypotheses occur commonly in mathematics, and usually have games associ- 
ated with them. Often, the associated game characterizes the selection hypothesis. When 
this happens the game is a powerful combinatorial tool for analyzing the combinatorial 
properties of the basic objects involved in the selection hypothesis. 
We illustrate this here for a special case of the following selection hypothesis: Let 
X be an infinite set and let A and B be collections of subsets of X. Then the symbol 
SI (A, B) denotes the selection hypothesis that for every sequence (A,: n E N) with 
terms from A there is a sequence (b,: n E N) such that, for each 72, b, E A, and 
{&: n E N} E B. The symbol G1 (A, 23) denotes the game which is associated with this 
selection hypothesis. This game is played as follows: 
Players ONE and TWO play an inning per positive integer. In the nth inning ONE 
chooses an element 0, of A, and TWO responds by choosing an element T, of 0,. 
A play 01, T, ,02, T2, . . is won by TWO if {T,: n E Pi} is a member of B; otherwise, 
ONE wins. 
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Our example is motivated by concepts Tkachuk introduced in [ll]. Let (X, r) be a 
T3;-space. Define the following collections of families of open sets: 
l D is the family consisting of 24 c 7 such that UU is a dense subset of X. 
l K is the set of those U E 2) such that X = U{V: U E Z4}. 
l 0 is the collection of all open covers of X. 
In [ 1 l] the symbol n, denotes the game Gr (Ic, D) and the symbol 0, denotes GI (0, D). 
In Theorem 3.8 of [ 1 I] Tkachuk proves, assuming the Continuum Hypothesis, that ONE 
has a winning strategy in Gi (Kc, Do> on any space of uncountable cellularity. Thus the 
Continuum Hypothesis implies that if TWO has a winning strategy in G1 (K, ‘D), then the 
space must have countable cellularity. But in Theorem 2.18 he shows that the Continuum 
Hypothesis is not needed for the result about TWO. In Question 4.25 he asks if it can 
be proved that whenever a space has uncountable cellularity, then ONE has a winning 
strategy in GI (KC, 23). 
After establishing a connection with Borel’s strong measure zero sets (Theorems 2 
and 8), we explain how these matters are related to Theorems 2.17 and 3.8 of [ll], and 
give a strengthening of Theorem 3.8 (Theorem 9). Then we establish a connection with a 
property introduced by Rothberger (Theorem 10). This information puts us in a position 
to answer Question 4.25 negatively. 
Strong measure zero sets of real numbers 
Let 1 be the closed unit interval. A subset X of the real line R has strong measure 
zero if there is for every sequence (Ed: n E N) of positive real numbers a sequence 
(Jn: 12 E W) of nonempty open intervals such that each J, has length at most Ed, and 
X c UnEN J,. Since X C I has strong measure zero if, and only if, (X + Q) n I has 
strong measure zero, we may confine our attention to dense subsets of I. This concept 
was introduced in [l] where Bore1 observed that every countable set of real numbers has 
this property. He conjectured 
Bore1 Conjecture. Each strong measure zero set is countable. 
A few years later Sierpidski showed that the Continuum Hypothesis implies that Borel’s 
Conjecture is false. This was shortly before Godel proved the consistency of the Contin- 
uum Hypothesis. By 1976 Laver proved in [8] the consistency of the Bore1 Conjecture. 
Thus, the Bore1 Conjecture is not decidable by classical mathematics. (All these consis- 
tency results presuppose that classical mathematics is consistent, something we assume 
here without further ado.) 
Now consider the following subspace of the Alexandroff double of I (see, for example, 
[12, Exercise 14B]). Let X be a dense subset of 1. Then T(X) is 1 x (0) U X x {l}. 
For A C I and for 2 E I we write Ai for A x {i} and zz for (~,i), i E (0, 1). The 
family 
a :== {Uo U ((U n X)i\{~i}): U open in 1 and II: E U n X} U ((21): z E X} 
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is a basis for a topology on T(X). In this topology T(X) is compact and T2. We use 
the following well-known theorem of Lebesgue [ 12. Theorem 22.51 to analyze when the 
selection hypothesis Si (0. D) is valid for T(X). 
Theorem 1 (Lebesgue Covering Lemma). For eachjnite open cover of a compact met- 
ric space there is a 6 > 0 such that every set of diameter at most S is a subset of some 
member of the covel: 
A h associated like this with a cover is said to be a Lebesgue number for it. 
Theorem 2. For X a dense subset of I, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X has strong measure zero. 
(2) T(X) t’j sa IS es selection hypothesis S1(0, D). 
Proof. (1) =+ (2) Let (Z&: n E W) be a sequence of open covers of T(X). After making 
the necessary refinements, we may assume that for each n each element of U, which 
has nonempty intersection with 10 is of the form Ua U ((X n U)i\F(U)), where U is a 
nonempty interval open in 1, and F(U) IS a finite subset of Xi. Since 1 is compact we 
find for each 72 a finite set .?&, of open intervals of I such that 
(a) &, covers 1, and 
(b) for each U E &,, (Ua U ((U n X)i\F(U)) is in &. 
For each n let 6~~ be a Lebesgue number for &. Since X has strong measure zero we 
find for each n an open interval J 21L C 1 of length at most Szn such that X C &EN Jzn. 
For each n choose U2” E Fz;, with Jzn C U2”, and let F2n be the corresponding finite 
subset of Xi such that 
VI,, := Uin u ( (Uzn n X),\F2”) E z& 
For each rl choose Vzn_ 1 E Z&__I such that the sequence (VZ_~ : n E N) covers 
Ur!;“=, F2”. Since X is dense in I, the set {V,,: n E N} belongs to 2) for T(X). 
(2) * (1) Let (E n: n. g NJ) be a sequence of positive real numbers. For each n let Z,, 
be the set of all intervals open in 1 and of length at most E,. For each n define 
U,, := {J,j~(JnX)l: JEZ,}. 
Each U,, is an open cover of T(X). Applying the hypothesis Si (0,D) we find for each 
n a V,, E Un such that {V,: n E N} is in 27. But each V, is of the form J,” U (,I” n X) i , 
where J” is an interval of length at most cn. But then the sequence (J”: n E N) is an 
appropriate sequence of intervals covering X. Cl 
Next we show that for T(X) the game Gi (0, D) characterizes Si (0,D). Let X be 
a subset of I. In [4] the authors define the following game on X-let SMZ(X) denote 
this game: 
Players ONE and TWO play an inning per positive integer. In the nth inning ONE 
chooses a positive real number Ed, then TWO chooses an open interval J, C I of length 
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at most E,. TWO wins a play ~1, JI, EZ,&, . . . if X C UnEW Jnln; otherwise, ONE wins. 
Theorem 3 of [4] states: 
Theorem 3 (Galvin, Mycielski, Solovay). Let X be a subset of I. 
(1) ONE has a winning strategy in SMZ(X) i$ and only iJ; X is not of strong measure 
zero. 
(2) TWO has a winning strategy in SMZ(X) iJ; and only i’ X is countable. 
Thus the Bore1 Conjecture is equivalent to the assertion that for each X C I, SMZ(X) 
is determined. 
Theorem 4. For X a dense subset of I the following are equivalent: 
(1) ONE has a winning strategy in SMZ(X). 
(2) ONE has a winning strategy in GI (0, D) on T(X). 
Proof. (1) =+- (2) Let F be ONE’s winning strategy in SMZ(X). Define a strategy G 
for ONE in Gl(O, ;I>) on T(X) as follows: with ~1 = F(Q)), put 
G(0)= {Uou(UnX),: U an interval open in I length(U) 6 ~1 }. 
If TWO chooses Tt E G(0), look at Tt = Ud U (U’ r7 X) 1. Compute F(U' ) = ~2, say, 
and put 
G(T,) = {Uou(UnX),: U an interval open in I length(U) 6 EZ} 
If TWO chooses T2 E G(Tl), look at T2 = Ui U (U* n X)1, compute F(U’, U2) = ~3, 
and set 
G(Tl,Tx) = {Uou(UnX),: U an interval open in I length(U) < us}, 
and so on. 
To see that G is a winning strategy, look at a G-play 
For each n let J” be the open interval of I for which T, = J,” U ( Jn n X) 1. Then the 
sequence 
F(0),J’,F(J’),J2,F(J1,J2),J3 ,... 
is an F-play of SMZ(X), so won by ONE. This means that X is not covered by the 
Jn’s, and so Xi is not covered by the Tn’s. But then {T,: n E RI} is not in V. 
(2) + (1) For Z an open cover of I and for 4 a function such that for each J E Z 
4(J) C J, let C(Z,+) denote the set 
{Jou(JnX)l\{~,}: JEE, CZZE$(J)}U{{CIZ~}: ZEX} 
An open cover of T(X) of the form C(Z, 4) IS said to be a relevant open cover. Each 
open cover U of T(X) has a refinement by a relevant open cover. One can show that if 
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ONE has a winning strategy in G, ((?,D) on T(X), then ONE has a winning strategy 
which in each inning calls on ONE to play a relevant open cover of T(X). 
Let F be ONE’s winning strategy in G, (0. D) on T(X), which calls on ONE to 
choose relevant open covers only. We now define a strategy G for ONE of SMZ(X). 
Let + be a well-order of I. 
To define G(0), ONE’s first move, first look at 
F(0) = {uo u (X n U),\(m): 3‘ E @,(U), u E I’} 
u((2,): .L’E x} (= c(z’,qb)). 
Choose a finite subset 3’ of Z’ which covers I, and let 6, be a Lebesgue number for 
3’. Define G(0) = 5,. 
If TWO of SMZ(X) now chooses an interval T, of length at most 5,) ONE determines 
G(T,) as follows: 
First, choose a U’ E 3’ with T, 2 U’. Let J.’ be the +-least element of &(U’), and 
let Sf be the set U,j U (U’ nX)l\{zf}, a legitimate response by TWO in G,(C?,D) on 
T(X), and let 5’: be {xi}, a legitimate response by TWO to F(S,‘). Then compute 
F(S,J,$) = {Uo u (U n X),\{z,}: .7: E 02(U)> U E 2*> 
u{{z,}: :rEX} (=c(z”J#Q)). 
Choose a finite subset 32 of Z? which covers I, and let 62 be a Lebesgue number for 
this cover. Define G(T,) := 52. 
If TWO of SMZ(X) now chooses an interval T, of length at most 62, ONE determines 
G(T, ? T2) as follows: 
First, choose a U* E 3* with Tz 2 U*, and let x2 be the +-first element of &(U’). 
Let Sf be the set Ui U (U2 n X) 1 \{xy }, a legitimate response by TWO in G, (0, D) 
on T(X), and let S’z be {zy }. a legitimate response by TWO to F(S,’ : S’,j : Sf). Then 
compute 
F(Sf,S;,S;.S,2)={Uou(UnX),\{x,}: Z-E&(U). UEI~} 
u ((2,): 2 E x}. 
Choose a finite subset 3” of 2’ which covers I, and let 6s be a Lebesgue number for 
this cover. Define G(Tl, T2) := 63, and so on. 
To see that this G is a winning strategy for ONE in SMZ(X), consider a G-play 
G(~),TI,G(TI),T~,G(TI,T~),~~,,... A recursive computation based on the definition 
for G from F shows that there are sequences U’. U*. U”, and 5’: x2,. . . such that if 
for each 12 we set ST_ = U$ U (U” n X)1 \{x;“} and SF = {x;} then: 
(1) U’” is such that T, C U”; 
(2) 9 is the +-least element of c#+,(iIP); 
(3) F(0), S:, F(Si), Si. F(S,!, S:), Sf. F(SI! 5’:. Sf), S,‘,F(S,!, Si, Sf, S,‘), . is a 
play of G, (c3,D) on T(X). 
Since F is a winning strategy for ONE, the play in (3) is lost by TWO; this means that 
iJnEN(ST_ U S?) is not dense in T(X). Since each of the points xY_ is in this union, this 
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means that the intervals U” left some other point of X uncovered. But then (1) implies 
that TWO also lost the G-play of SMZ(X). 0 
Corollary 5. 
S.1 (0,D). 
(2) ONE has no winning strategy in G1 (0, D). 
Proof. Theorems 24. 0 
Theorem 6. For a dense subset X of I, the following are equivalent: 
(1) ZWO has a winning strategy in SMZ(X). 
(2) TWO has a winning strategy in G,(C), D) on T(X). 
Proof. (1) + (2) If TWO has a winning strategy in SMZ(X) on X, then by Theorem 3 
X is a countable set. But if X is a countable dense subset of I then TWO has an easy 
winning strategy in the game G1 (0,D) on T(X). 
(2) =+ (1) Let F be a winning strategy for TWO in Gi (0, D) on X. Define a strategy 
G for TWO in SMZ(X) as follows: 
When ONE makes first move ~1 > 0, TWO translates this first as a move 
Or := {UoU(UnX),: Uanintervaloflength <EI openin1) 
for ONE of GI (0,D) on T(X), and computes F(Q), say it is Ud U (VI n X)1. Then 
TWO plays G(&i) = U’. 
When ONE next moves ~2 > 0, TWO translates this as a move 
02 := { Uo u (U fl X)1 : U an interval of length < EZ open in I} 
for ONE of GI(O,D) on T(X), and computes F(01, Oz), say it is Ui U (U2 n X)1. 
Then TWO plays G(E~ , ~2) = U2, and so on. 
It is left to the reader to check that G is winning for TWO. 0 
For collections A and B of subsets of an infinite set S and for positive integers n and 
k, the symbol A + (l3); denotes the statement: 
For each A E A and for each f : [A]” -+ { 1, . . . , k} there is a B E B and an 
i E {l,...,k} such that on [Bin f is constant and of value i. 
B is said to be homogeneous of color i for f. Written in this notation Ramsey’s famous 
theorem asserts that if A is the collection of infinite subsets of IV, then for all k and n 
in N, A + (A); holds. 
An open cover U of a topological space is an w-cover if X is not a member of U, 
and for each finite subset F of X there is a U E 12 with F c U. This concept was 
introduced in [5] where they prove the important fact that every w-cover of a space 
has a countable subset which is an w-cover if, and only if, every finite power of the 
space has the Lindelijf property. They call spaces with the property that each w-cover 
has a countable subset which is an w-cover E-spaces. Since T(X) is compact, it has the 
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property that every w-cover has a countable subset which is still an w-cover. We use 
this without further mention. We shall also use the symbol R to denote the collection of 
all w-covers of a space. The collection of w-covers of an infinite space always satisfies: 
for each k E N, Q + (L’);. This makes these sorts of covers convenient for Ramsey- 
theoretic considerations. The property Si (0, D) is equivalent to another which lends 
itself better to Ramsey-theoretic arguments. 
Theorem 7. A space has property SI (0.2)) iJ; and only iJ it has property SI (f2,D). 
Proof. SI (0, D) implies SI (f2,D) since R C 0. Suppose now that the space satisfies 
SI (R, D), and let (Z&: n E N) be a sequence of open covers of the space. Let (Y,: n E 
W) be a partition of W into infinitely many infinite, pairwise disjoint sets. For each n 
define 
v, = {Ui, u ” u uzk: i, <...<ikareinY,andforj~k, UZ, E&,}. 
If some V, has an element which is a dense subset of the space we are done. Otherwise, 
each V, is in R, and we can apply St (L?, D) to find a selector for the original sequence 
of U,‘s. 0 
Theorem 8. For a dense subset X of I the following are equivalent: 
(1) X has strong measure zero. 
(2) The space T(X) satisjes: for each k, f2 -+ (D);. 
Proof. (1) + (2) Let U be an w-cover of T(X), let k be a positive integer, and let 
f: [U]2 -+ {l,. . . , k} be given. We may assume that U is countable. Let (Un: n. E N) 
enumerate it bijectively. Recursively construct a sequence ((L&, i,): 72 E N) such that 
(1) UI = {U,: 72 > 1 and f({Ui, Un}) = it} E 6’; 
(2) For each n, Un+l = {U, E Un: m > n + 1 and f({U,+i, Urn}) = &+I} is in R. 
This is done by repeatedly using the partition relation R --f (Q);. Next, define C, := 
{UR: i, = j}. Th en f or each n, U, = (Z& n Cl) U . . U (Z& n Ck) partitions the w-cover 
24, into k classes. Applying fl + (0); once more, we find for each n a j, such that 
U,n& is an w-cover of X. Since the &‘s form a descending sequence, we may assume 
that all j, are equal to a fixed j. 
Let (Un,: m E PI) be an enumeration of C, using the subscripts of the original 
enumeration of U, and for each m put V,, = U,,,, n Cj. We are now going to play the 
game Gt (0,27) to extract an appropriate homogeneous set for f. Define a strategy F 
for ONE as follows: 
Let ml be minimal with UnnE, E V,,, and let ONE’s first move be F(0) := VRm, . If 
TWO responds with 2’1 = Un,, E F(0), then we have n,, > n,,. ONE’s move now 
is F(Ti) := I)n,,. If TWO responds with Un,, E F(Tl), then nm2 < nm3, and ONE’s 
move will be F(Ti, T2) := I/nwLj, and so on. 
Since X is of strong measure zero, Theorems 3 and 4 imply that F is not a winning 
strategy for ONE. Consider an F-play F(B), Tl, F(Tl), T2, F(Tl, Tz), T3,. . which is 
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lost by ONE. The set of TT’s is in 2). For each r we have T, = UnmT, and TT+l E Vnmr. 
This implies that the set of TT’s is homogeneous of color j for f. 
(2) + (1) By Theorems 2 and 7 it suffices to show that (2) implies that T(X) has 
property Si (G, D). For this we use an idea from [7]. Let (Z&: n E N) be a sequence 
of w-covers of T(X). If one of these contains an open set which is dense in T(X), 
we have nothing more to do. Thus we may assume that no &, has an element dense 
in T(X) and is countable; enumerate it bijectively as (UG: m E IV). Define V to be 
{UL I- u;: m, n E IV}\{ 0). Then V is an w-cover of T(X) and has no dense subset 
of T(X) as member. For each element of 1, choose once and for all a representation as 
U,‘n U;. Define f: [VI’ --f {1,2} by 
Apply (2) to find W c V which is in 2) and is homogeneous for f. Sets which are 
homogeneous of color 1 for f are not in 2) since each of these is a refinement of the 
same VA and no element of Ui is dense in T(X). Thus, W is homogeneous of color 2 
for f. But W refines the set of second terms of elements of W, and these second terms 
can all be taken from distinct Z&‘s. This provides us with a selector in D for the original 
sequence of Z&‘s. 0 
Tkachuk’s algorithm 
We now outline “Tkachuk’s algorithm” for associating subsets of 1 with a Ts; space. 
Refer to the following diagram: 
x-PX - E(PX) 
In this diagram, X is a given T,;-space, /3X is its Stone-Tech compactification, and 
E(/?X) is the absolute (also known as projective cover) of X. These three spaces have 
equal cellularity. E(PX) is (compact and) extremally disconnected, X is dense in /?X, 
and there is an irreducible, continuous (and thus closed) function from E(PX) onto PX. 
For A an arbitrary family of cardinality < 2n0 of nonempty pairwise disjoint clopen - 
subsets of E(PX), Yd = Ud and zd = Yd. Since 2, is compact and eXtIWnally 
disconnected (properties inherited from E(/3X)), it is the Stone-eech compactification 
of Yd. This explains A and the positions of Yd and zd in the diagram. 
With X and A as above, S(d) is any dense subset of 1 of same cardinality as A: 
list it bijectively as S(d) = {x A: A E d}. The function g : Yd + T(S(d)) defined 
by s(z) = 4i whenever 2 E A is continuous. Then g extends to a continuous function 
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h: Zd + T(S(d)). 8 ince the range of h is dense and compact, h is a continuous 
surjection. 
To summarize how game-theoretic information propagates along this diagram, consider 
the following statements for ONE. Each implies the succeeding one. We have seen that 
ONE(a) and ONE(b) are equivalent. Also ONE(d) and ONE(e) are equivalent because 
E(PX) is extremally disconnected. ONE(b) + ONE(c) follows from Lemma 2.6(ix) of 
[I I], ONE(e) =+ ONE(f) follows from Theorem 2,17(ii) of [Ill, and ONE(f) =% ONE(g) 
follows from Lemma 2.6(iv) of [ 111. The remaining implication is easy to prove. 
ONE(a): ONE has a winning strategy in SMZ(S(d)). 
ONE(b): ONE has a winning strategy in G1(0? D) on T(S(d)). 
ONE(c): ONE has a winning strategy in G1 (0, 2)) on 2~. 
ONE(d): ONE has a winning strategy in G1 (0,D) on E(PX). 
ONE(e): ONE has a winning strategy in GI (K. D) on E@?X). 
ONE(f): ONE has a winning strategy in Gt (K, D) on /3X. 
ONE(g): ONE has a winning strategy in G I (K, 23) on X. 
Now let unif(SMZ) be the minimal cardinality for a set of real numbers which does not 
have strong measure zero. The Bore1 Conjecture as well as the Continuum Hypothesis 
implies that unif(SMZ) = N1, but it is also consistent that this is larger than Nt . We return 
to this point below. We now find the following sharpening of Theorem 3.8 of [II]: 
Theorem 9. On any T3;-space with cellularity at least unif(SMZ) ONE has a winning 
strategy in the game G1 (K, 22). 
Proof. Let A in the above “algorithm” be a family of unif(SMZ) pairwise disjoint 
nonempty clopen subsets of E(PX), and let S(d) be any dense subset of I which is 
not of strong measure zero. By Theorem 3 ONE has a winning strategy in the game 
SMZ(S(d)), and so by the preceding remarks ONE has a winning strategy in GI (IC: 27) 
0nX. 0 
In the following list, each statement is implied by the one succeeding it. We have 
seen that TWO(a) is equivalent to TWO(b); also TWO(d) and TWO(e) are equivalent 
because E(PX) is extremally disconnected. TWO(c) + TWO(b) follows from [ 11, 
Lemma 2.6(viij], TWO(d) + TWO(c) follows from Lemma 2.6(v) of [ 111; TWO(f) =+ 
TWO(e) follows from Theorem 2.17(i) of [l 11, and TWO(g) + TWO(f) follows from 
Lemma 2.6(iii) of [ 111. 
TWO(a): TWO has a winning strategy in SMZ(S(d)). 
TWO(b): TWO has a winning strategy in G1(0: D) on T(S(d)). 
TWO(c): TWO has a winning strategy in GI (U, D) on 2,. 
TWO(d): TWO has a winning strategy in Gt (0, D) on E(PX). 
TWO(e): TWO has a winning strategy in GI (K, 2)) on E(PX). 
TWO(f): TWO has a winning strategy in GI (ic, D) on RX. 
TWO(g): TWO has a winning strategy in G1 (K. 2)) on X. 
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Using this, one now argues as follows to prove Theorem 2.18 of [I 11: 
If TWO has a winning strategy in G1 (K, 2)) on a Tst -space, then that space has 
countable cellularity. Let X be a Ts; -space such that TWO has a winning strategy in 
Gi (K, D) on X. Then for A any infinite family of pairwise disjoint nonempty clopen 
subsets of E(PX), and for S(d) any dense subset of I having the same cardinality as 
A, TWO has a winning strategy in the game SMZ(S(d)). Theorem 3 implies that S(d), 
and hence A, is countable. 
Rothberger’s property and a question of Tkachuk 
Theorem 9 suggests the following cardinal number, denoted j: 
j is the least TV such that on any Ts; -space with cellularity at least n, ONE has a 
winning strategy in the game Gl (K, D). 
We have proved that j < unif(SMZ). Question 4.25 of [ 1 I] now becomes the question: 
Is j = NJ? 
In this section we shall give a lower bound for j, which shows that the answer to Question 
4.25 is ‘No’. 
Our lower bound is related to the property Si(c?, 0) for sets of real numbers. Roth- 
berger introduced this property in [9]. Rothberger showed that if a set of real numbers 
has property Sl(O, O), then it has strong measure zero. Rothberger showed in [lo] that 
the Continuum Hypothesis implies the existence of a strong measure zero set which does 
not have property S1(0,0). S ince every countable set has property S1 (0, O), the Bore1 
Conjecture implies that strong measure zero sets have property SI (0,CJ). 
Let COV(M) denote the least K such that the real line is the union of 6 first category 
sets. It is implicit in Rothberger’s work that COV(M) is the least cardinality of a set of 
real numbers not having property Sl(6: O)- see, for example, [3, Theorem 51 on the 
matter. Though the property that every finite power of a set X have property S1 (0,O) 
is stronger than that X has property Si (0, c?), it is true that the minimal cardinality of 
a set X of reals, not all of whose finite powers has property S.1 (0, O), is cov(M)-[7, 
Theorem 4.81. 
Recall that a space is weakly Lindeltif if each open cover contains a countable subset 
which is in 2). Let us say that a space is weakly K-Lindeliifif every element of K contains 
a countable subset which is in D. 
Theorem 10. Let K be an infinite cardinal number: Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) K < cov(M). 
(2) For every T3-space which is weakly K-Lindeliif and has n-weight n, ONE has no 
winning strategy in the game G1 (K, V). 
(3) For every T3-space which is weakly Lindeliif and has r-weight n, ONE has no 
winning strategy in the game Gl(0, ID). 
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Proof. We must show that (1) + (2) and (2) + (1). These implications for (3) are 
proved in a similar but slightly easier way. 
(1) a (2) Assume (1). Let a weakly K-Lindelof Ti -space X with n(X) = K be given. 
Consider a strategy F for ONE in the game Gi (K: D). Since X is weakly K-Lindelof, 
each move by ONE contains a countable subset which is in D. 
Construct a family (UV: v E <“‘N) of open subsets of X as follows: (Un: n E IV) is 
an enumeration of a countable subset in V, contained in ONE’s first move, F(8). If TWO 
chose U,, in the first inning, then (U,,.,: n E IV) enumerates a countable element of 2) 
contained in ONE’s move F(UTL,). If TWO now chooses U,,,,,?, then (Un,,nz,n: n E N) 
enumerates a countable element of ;I> contained in ONE’s move F(UrL, , Un,,n2), and so 
on. 
Next, let f3 be a n-basis of cardinality K for X and use the family of U”‘s just 
constructed to assign to each B in B a closed nowhere dense subset NB of ‘N as 
follows: 
pi, = {f E %: (th)(B f- u,rn+, = 0)) 
Since 6 is less than cov(M) the union of the NB’s does not cover ‘N (since the latter 
is homeomorphic to the set of irrational numbers); let f be an element not in any of the 
NB’s, and write nk for f(k). Then the play 
F(0), U,,. F(Un,), U,,,,,,. F(U,,,> &,,rL,), . 
is won by TWO, showing that F is not a winning strategy for ONE. 
(3) + (1) Let X be a set of real numbers of cardinality n, and let PR(X) be the 
Pixley-Roy space over X. Then PR(X) is a T, -space with countable cellularity, and thus 
weakly IC-Lindelof, and rr-weight K. By 2 ONE has no winning strategy in Gi (K, 27) on 
PR(X). This implies that PR(X) has property S1 (K, D), and thus property Si (0, D). 
Theorem 5A of [2] implies that every finite power of X has property Si (0,O). We have 
shown that (2) implies that whenever a set of real numbers has cardinality n, then all its 
finite powers have property Si (0.0). By [7, Theorem 4.81 n is less than cov(M). q 
The r-weight of a space is at least as big as the cellularity of the space. The important 
role played by n-weight in the preceding theorem raises the question whether cellular- 
ity is really the cardinal function, say 4, giving rise to the phenomenon that whenever 
X is a space with 4(X) larger than a fixed K, then ONE has a winning strategy in 
Gt (K, 2)). Maybe the only reason why cellularity has this property is because it raises 
r-weight, and r-weight is really the function responsible for the phenomenon. This is 
not the case. Let c denote 2N0. Then the power 2’ of the two-point discrete space is 
separable, thus of countable cellularity, but has r-weight c. Since the space is separable, 
TWO has a winning strategy in Gi (Kc, D). Th us, large n-weight does not explain the 
phenomenon. On the other hand countable cellularity per se is of no benefit to TWO. 
Let X be a set of real numbers of cardinality cov(M), which does not have property 
Si(c3.0). Then PR(X) h as countable cellularity and n-weight cov(M), and Theo- 
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rem 5A of [2] implies that ONE has a winning strategy in the game Gi (0, D), and thus 
in Gi (K, 23). 
Corollary 11. cov(M) < j < unif(SMZ). 
Proof. We must verify that there are actually for all regular infinite K < cov(M) spaces 
of cellularity ,X where ONE does not have a winning strategy in the game Gi (K, D). 
Moreover, only uncountable K’S require discussion. Probably, the easiest examples are as 
follows: 
If IE < cov(M) is a regular uncountable cardinal number, let D(K) be the discrete 
space of cardinality K. Then ~(D(K)), the Stone-Tech compactification of D(K,), has 
rr-weight and cellularity equal to 6, and is extremally disconnected, thus weakly K- 
Lindelof. ’ According to (1) + (2) of Theorem 10 ONE has no winning strategy in the 
game GI(K, D). q 
Corollary 12. The answer to Question 4.25 of [l l] is “No “. 
Proof. Martin’s Axiom and Corollary 11 imply that j = 2No. But Martin’s Axiom plus 
the negation of Continuum Hypothesis is consistent. 0 
This leaves us now with the question whether the inequalities in Corollary 11 are sharp. 
The mere fact that not all strong measure zero sets have property Si (0,O) does not 
rule out that cov(M) = unif(SMZ)-Rothberger’s example was obtained for Ni = 2N~. 
Should it be true that cov(M) = unif(SMZ), then it would be true that j = unif(SMZ). 
But in [6] the authors show that it is consistent that Ni = cov(M) < unif(SMZ) = N2 = 
2NO. 
Problem. Could j be different from both unif(SMZ) and cov(M)? 
I suspect that the answer is “Yes”; it would be more interesting to determine if j is 
one of the well-studied cardinal numbers related to structures of cardinality < 2n”. 
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